Automated DNA chip annotation tables at IFOM: the importance of synchronisation and cross-referencing of sequence databases.
The increasing popularity of DNA chip technology for the study of gene expression is producing, for each experiment, a sizable quantity of numerical data to analyse and an accompanying large number of gene identifiers that should be associated with the relevant biological annotation. We describe here a website at IFOM (FIRC Institute of Molecular Oncology) where we release regularly updated annotation tables for the most used Affymetrix oligonucleotide DNA chips and for the whole Research Genetics 46K clone collection for cDNA arrays. These tables are synchronised with every new release of the mouse and human UniGene databases (NCBI; National Center for Biotechnology Information), allowing fast and easy preliminary annotation of DNA array experiments. We also report some comparative evidence about the importance of biological database synchronisation and cross-references in the process of generating annotation tables for DNA chips.